I am writing this to dispel some misunderstandings about Hitler, but this isn't only 'new'.

From where it arose that Hitler was a Christian? From some people who haven't researched anywhere deep in history. If we believe Hitler was a Christian, we might as well believe that Hitler gassed 6 million jews. He will also burn in 'hell' for it as well, because the chosen of the 'lord' are the Jews basically.

So, don't try to "glorify him" by smearing him and attacking his integrity, code of honor, and intelligence, shall we? To say that Hitler was a christian is a defamation and an attack on his personality. A lot of normies do this, to make him seem like 'them'. Hitler was nothing like them.

The jews of course, wanted to make Hitler seem as a good, blind, christian goyim. Equal in beliefs and ethics as the fat retards, who drink kool-aid and read the bible, and can't put one and one together. The jews had to do this, as this was their last hope...

So that those who want to emulate him, will basically fall into the trap of christianity, and never be able to even THINK properly against the jews. This revulsive and compulsive pushing of Hitler as a freemason, corrupted person, or the 'good christian goyim with an anger about them', is a deliberate and purposeful shrinking of his character.

There is no need for clean, pure, Satanic idols in the Jewtrix. Everyone is corrupted Goyim, trust nobody. Trust only the jew in your TV ads and give them your shekels right now!

All in all, Hitler, He was a God in the flesh, and for this he was proven, loved and accepted as such by all his people. Hitler never wanted a religious frenzy around his face, but it happened on its own, by the love, admiration and open heart of his people. He did not even imply it. It rose on its own. He didn't even want to be called "Führer", but well, his people decided this is how they would call him. Because he was an incarnation of leadership and light for them.

So far, I see, many are busy still trying to fight their own mental jew, still. Hitler
never had to fight the mental jew as he was since infancy above this thing. So now that we understand some down-to-earth and fundamental principles... Let's go to other things.

The enemy just had to do something to defame Hitler's integrity as a person. Hitler's IQ must have been well above 200 or something, I have no idea if it was one hundred points more, or too much to be ever counted. People can't simply 'get' into his head as many 'goyim slaves' attempt to do, by speaking fallacies that he was a 'christian'.

His intelligence was inconceivable to most people, therefore, they analyze him on their own 'comfortable' level. If people like Nietzsche become vehement with christianity, imagine what a genius like Hitler would do.

How can a being like this, believe in a fairytale of middle eastern jews, that is filled with lies and all of this. And fight them at the same time?

Let alone, none of his actions basically even nodded to this. An overman of such proportion, with so much power, could never have the morality, intelligence, or the cowardice it takes to be a christian. Surely, Hitler wasn't praying to the jew on the stick for his achievements, and Hitler's conception of God can be, and will be explained later.

Surely, Hitler, as revealed from his personal conversations with his intrigued and trusted people, did not want to 'suddenly' remove christianity, so as to not cause cultural insanity to people. His solution was to weed this out gradually.

Hitler, was also, extremely educated. Extremely, extremely educated. Just by mere education and understanding of History, the veil above christianity easily does get lifted. Indeed, this was one of the reasons Hitler understood the Truth from a very young age, and decided to both save his own people, and fight the jews.

Hitler's personal people were all christian hating, astrologers, psychics, and people who by christian ethics would have to be hanged and killed. Goebbels, Himmler, Hess, Dietrich Eckart, Bormann, even Rosenberg who tried to whitewash christianity, all these people were psychics, astrologers, occultists, and Pagans.

Hitler didn't have any 'christians' close to him, at all. Many christians were very afraid over the Nazi party not bowing to their jewish rabbi, so therefore, they attacked or silently caused strife in its rise to power. Unlike how devout christians treated him for not accepting their 'god', Hitler treated them as fellow
White people and with clemency. The christians didn't treat the Nazis with any clemency.

The office of Heydrich and Himmler were chock filled with coup attempts, intelligence leaks, and other important issues such as child molestation and pedophilia, coming from the 'good christians'. Goebbels did the biggest crackdown on christians when he revealed their pedophilia and other scandals, which were unsuspected and unheard of at the time of the 1930's. People didn't even know what they were 'following' at the time, but the high-ranking officials all did. They tried to save them and indeed, most people got saved.

One of the reasons the jews attacked Germany is because it was no longer under their psychic and spiritual, ideological thumb. Hitler could care less about christianity. He was a statesman with a mission to accomplish. He didn't have time to get into rabbi jesus's insanity, tolerate or disapprove. He handed this down to his truest companions and close-by people, to get the deal done with. Hitler had serious decisions on his plate. He didn't have time for these things...

It takes a lot of historical ignorance to see 'christianity' as a faith of 'god', or 'natural', or 'good' for the people that Hitler wanted to help. In fact, it was their cultural death and undoing. One of the reasons the jews reigned supreme, was obviously christianity, its morality professed, and its spiritual void. There is no spirituality in Christianity.

By the halftime of Hitler's reign, Christianity hardly existed anymore, unless for some few people. White people are by their nature, not christian. Those who are christian at the soul level are very few, and dangerous. This was shown in Hitler's generals, and also the Vatican slaves who actively tried to assassinate Hitler, did give intel to Hitler's enemies, and the list goes endless.

Christians place a jewish conception of "god" above everything. Logic, common sense, their own people, or even family. This is instructed in the bible. You have to be ready to kill your own child, and even genocide your own people if needed, and to become a traitor to them all.

In short, there is no ethic in Christianity at all. Some people still attempt to make a connection that is not even viable by looking at it from the simplest of standpoints.

To understand Hitler, we have to understand Egypt. In Egypt, the Egyptians did have an understanding of Nature, the Aether and the "One God". Of
course, this is nothing but nature, and if there are no beings to manifest its power, there is no manifestation. The 'one god' is essentially worthless if not accompanied by the Gods who came from the Neteru, or the primordial waters of creation.

The "AMEN" is actually the God Amen...Amen Ra. This was later stolen by the jews and the christians church for the power in this world. It was the 'so mote it be' of the Egyptians. When people saw Hitler's speech where he concluded with the Amen, he basically concluded with... A magickal word from Egypt.

The Swastika itself is the symbol of the Sun. Or Amen-Ra basically. With the colors of Egypt on it...White, Red, Black. The colors of the Pyramids in Egypt. Hitler literally created the second Egypt, with the Pillars, the statues of the Gods, and the Mausoleum of Zeus that he wanted to create. The 'throne of Zeus' that is called, the 'throne of Antichrist' in the Apocalypse. This would be an open chapel of honor and worship.

Hitler in his table talk points out in regards to how the church, being rotten as it is, at least did something "right" in its reign. It allowed artists to create, but ONLY under their 'allegiance' to the jew on the stick. This is why for centuries, there was no other art, other than church art in Germany and elsewhere. This was detestable, as Hitler was an artist as a personality.

Hitler frequently did speak about God in his speeches. Of course, Hitler was not an Atheist. He believed, as everyone who has researched deeply knows, in the Nordic Gods, who have shown him how to make a society such as their own. Many analysts complain that "Hitler's ideas only dominated in his region and nowhere else in the world at the time". Simply because, the other places were dominated by jews.

These ideas did indeed exist and were being given life since the last century, however. This was because in the age of Aquarius, people would slowly set free from the jewish cripple programs of religion and insanity. This was one of the main reasons the jews did fanatically attack Hitler as well.

As for the Gods, Hitler's encounters with these beings have been well documented in history, as Hitler was a psychic master that could see, converse, and was in more than one sense 'one of them' so to say.

As for "God" in a particular term, Hitler called it Nature, not "God". And this is the most accurate term to call it. His whole understanding was shaped around nature, and the all-encompassing nature or what some people call falsely as 'god'.

How Hitler meditated all his life was also entirely documented in his early life. The Thule Society made the social revolution in Germany, by use of occult forces. Dietrich Eckart, Hitler's mentor, was a spiritual master who reminded him of the spiritual knowledge in his lifetime.

It's by no coincidence all the jews parallel Hitler's reign with the reign of Pharaohs. And they likewise, attempted an attack which they almost completely lost their world empire from.

Against Hitler, whom they also openly stated was the "Anti-Christ". Christ is all about saving the jews, and killing the non-jews in the bible.

But people have hardly even read the bible. So, they believe in a 'jesus' of their own. Christians to this day, they hate Hitler with vehement hatred, because he persecuted the 'chosen'. This was a big trend in the 70's and 80's after the war. And still it is. How dare he touch the 'chosen'?
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